We report first-principles calculations in terms of which we describe the role of hydrogen in passivating or activating oxygen complexes in Si. In particular we find that attaching H to a pre-existing oxygen cluster can change the electric activity of the cluster. Furthermore, the addition of a hydrogen atom in the core structure of thermal donors can account for the NL10 electron-paramagnetic-resonance signal. The interaction of H with the thermal-donor-like defects at the Si-SiO 2 is also discussed.
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Electrically active oxygen complexes in Si ͑double-donor defects͒, known as shallow ''thermal donors'' ͑TDs͒, appear after annealing Si crystals at temperatures of 400-500°C. Since their discovery a few decades ago, 1 extensive experimental 2-7 and theoretical [8] [9] [10] [11] studies have been done, but many questions about TDs remain unsettled. For example, deep-level-transient-spectroscopy measurements show that TDs can be passivated by hydrogen incorporation only partially, i.e., a sizeable number of electrically active defects still remains in the sample after hydrogenation. 12, 13 This effect is contrary to the established behavior of hydrogen in Si as a passivator of dopant impurities.
14 Also, electron-paramagnetic-resonance ͑EPR͒ measurements have provided evidence that hydrogen plays a prominent role in the formation of the Si-NL10 centers with orthorhombic symmetry. 4 These centers have been related to the TDs. 5 Hydrogen is believed to passivate one of the two electrons of the oxygen complexes and convert them into shallow single donors. Recent infrared measurements 6 also show that the spectral features that correspond to shallow single donor levels are correlated to the concentration of the Si-NL10 centers.
The earlier experimental data clearly show that hydrogen can be incorporated into the core of TDs. In this letter we present first-principles calculations that reveal several possible mechanisms of passivation of oxygen complexes in silicon. We find that hydrogen can attach to the TD complex and transform double shallow donors into single donors. Also, the attachment of a hydrogen atom can stabilize a symmetric core structure of TD, accounting for the orthorhombic NL10 EPR signal. Finally, we find that H can actually activate electrically inactive oxygen complexes, converting them into TDs, which accounts for the observed partial passivation.
The calculations were carried out in the framework of density functional theory and the local density approximation. 15 We used a plane wave basis set, ultrasoft pseudopotentials 16 and periodic supercells of 32 and 64 atoms. Oxygen pseudopotentials have a history of difficulties. 10, 17 The ones used for the present study have been thoroughly tested in earlier work on a variety of Si-O-H systems. 18, 19 The energy cutoff for the basis set was 24 Ry, and only one special k point was used for the evaluation of the self-consistent electron density. 20 Tests with larger number of k points indicate that formation energies are converged to better than 0.2 eV.
Theoretical calculations 10, 11, 17, 18 have already established that for an oxygen trimer the staggered-chain configuration ͓Fig. 1͑a͔͒ has the lowest energy and has no states in the band gap. There exists, however, a metastable configuration, electrically active structure that has been identified as the smallest thermal donor 11, 18 ͓Fig. 1͑b͔͒. The symmetric configuration of Fig. 1͑c͒ In the present calculations, we investigated interactions of atomic H with oxygen complexes. In each of the cases, we used total energy calculations to identify low-energy stable configurations that can occur experimentally over long times ͑thermodynamic limit͒. In most of the cases we also estimated reaction pathways and barriers because some reactions can be prohibited by kinetic constraints. Now let us consider the interaction of a single H atom with O complexes. At hydrogenation regimes corresponding to Ref. 13 (TϽ200°C) oxygen cannot be kicked out by H because the barrier for O atom to move away, i.e., the migration activation energy is very high ͑2.5 eV͒. 18 In that case H can only attach to oxygen complexes.
Attaching to electrically active double shallow donor H can transform the defect into a single shallow donor. An example of such a ''partially passivated'' single donor structure is shown in Fig. 2 ͑the result is valid for all of the cases when H attaches between the two Si atoms that have bonds with the three-coordinated oxygens͒. These single-donor structures can contribute to the infrared optical measurements of Ref. 6 . Here we considered the complexes with three oxygen atoms. Addition of extra oxygen staggeredchain links along the (11 0) axis makes both the doubledonor and single-donor structures shallower, in accord with observation that there is a whole range of shallow levels in a family of TDs. 21 In some cases, H can activate electrically inactive oxygen complexes. In Si, a single H atom prefers to stay in the middle of Si-Si bond. In the presence of O one can expect a formation of combined staggered chains which involve both O and H atoms. The electric activity of such chains depends on the sequence of O and H atoms involved. For example, the O-O-H chain ͓Fig. 3͑a͔͒ is a single shallow donor ͑ad-dition of hydrogen activates the inactive O-O complex͒. At the same time, the H-O-H chain ͓Fig. 3͑b͔͒ is completely inactive.
We also tried to identify the Si-NL10 complex with orthorhombic symmetry observed in EPR experiments. 4 A good candidate is the symmetric structure shown in Fig. 4 ͑single donor͒ which was obtained by attaching a H atom to the symmetric TD structure of Fig. 1͑c͒ . The H atom stabilizes the symmetric structure ͑without H it transforms into asymmetric configuration͒, probably because H is located close to the so-called C position of the Si crystal 22 that has a high electron density and is attractive for neutral hydrogen.
The most important fact is that for H involved in all of the O complexes considered earlier, the binding energies ͑0.5-0.7 eV͒ and the barriers to move H atom to nearest interstitial ͑0.6-0.8 eV͒ are quite low. They are comparable with the diffusion barrier (ϳ0.4 eV) for neutral H in Si. 22 This means that H atoms can be easily activated and removed from the complex. The structure immediately regains its original electric activity, i.e., the processes of H passivation and activation of oxygen complexes are reversible. This is in agreement with measurements 12, 13 which show that the H passivation of TDs is imcomplete, and a sizeable number of electrically active defects still remains in the sample after hydrogenation.
At higher temperatures (400-500°C), the oxygen atoms become mobile and can travel between interstitials. In such a case H can kick off and replace an oxygen atom. When hydrogen atom replaces one oxygen atom from the TD, the total energy of the final configuration is 0.1-0.3 eV lower than the energy of the initial configuration. However, the probability of such a reaction depends on too many factors and cannot be easily estimated.
In the earlier work by Ramamoorthy and Pantelides 18 it was shown that addition of a ''fourth'' O atom to the core of a TD ͓e.g., Fig. 1͑b͔͒ activity as the system is left only with normal Si-O-Si and Si-Si bonds. It was proposed that the same process can account for the observed emission of Si atoms during thin-film oxidation. In other words, new O atoms arriving at the Si-SiO 2 interface can lead to the formation of TD-like defects. We have now performed such calculations using the model interface of Buczko et al. 19 and indeed found that TDlike defects form as protrusions ͑Fig. 5͒. As in the bulk Si, the TD structure is metastable. Hydrogen can attach to these structures but the binding energy is lower than 1 eV. At the temperatures at which oxidation occurs ͑and O is mobile͒, H can kick out and replace oxygen. The reaction energy for this process is 0.3-0.5 eV, but the binding energy of H in the new position is also lower than 1 eV. Thus, we conclude that H can also eliminate the ''frustrated O bonds'' ͑remove three-coordinated O͒ at the interface, in addition to the process of the emission of Si interstitials described in Ref. 18 . However, the interaction between H and Si-SiO 2 interfaces has many other aspects that are reported elsewhere. 23 This work was supported in part by AFOSR Grant No. F-49620-99-1-0289, NSF Grant No. DMR-9803768, and by the William A. and Nancy F. McMinn Endowment at Vanderbilt University.
